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SOILWATER COUPLED FINITE DEFORMATION ANALYSIS
BASED ON A RATETYPE EQUATION OF MOTION
INCORPORATING THE SYS CAMCLAY MODEL
TOSHIHIRO NODAi), AKIRA ASAOKAi) and MASAKI NAKANOi)
ABSTRACT
This paper presents a new method of soilwater coupled nite deformation analysis of saturated soils that considers
inertial forces. This method allows changes in the geometric shape of the soil to be taken into account and is capable of
dealing with all types of external forces irrespective of whether they are static or dynamic. To be more specic, the
paper describes the following points, which dier from the conventional methods: 1) the governing equations for satu
rated soil including the ratetype equation of motion containing a jerk term of the soil skeleton conforming to up for
mulation and updated Lagrangian, 2) derivation of a weak form of the ratetype equation of motion and discretization
of the nite elements, and 3) use of the implicit time integration method for application of the conventional linear ac
celeration method (which assumes linear variation of acceleration) to the jerk term. By mounting the elastoplastic
constitutive equation (SYS Camclay model), which can cover a wide range of soils and soil conditions, onto the above
method of analysis, examples of simulation of dynamic/static triaxial laboratory testing of saturated soil specimens
are described. The soil specimens were assumed to be medium dense sand under conditions of smallamplitude cyclic
loading, partial drainage, and constant cell pressure. The simulation yielded the following results: (1) In the case of low
frequencies, compaction occurs during loading and compression progresses over the entire specimen. (2) In the case of
high frequencies, during loading and in the period in which wave propagation continues within the specimen after the
end of loading, compaction occurs at the drained end of the specimen, whereas liquefaction occurs in its interior. After
this stage, massive compression takes place within the specimen, leading to consolidation (consolidation after liquefac
tion).
Key words: compaction, (dynamic/static), (nite deformation theory), liquefaction, (soilwater coupled analysis),
(SYS Camclay model) (IGC: E13)

deformation for the three variables of overconsolidation
loss, structure decay and induced anisotropy develop
ment. Closer details concerning the three evolution rules
for overconsolidation, structure and anisotropy can be
found in Asaoka et al. (2002) and Asaoka (2003). The
second meaning refers to the calculation. Here, ``a single
theoretical system'' means that from the basic equation
stage of the nite deformation analysis that correctly in
tegrates some dierent geometrically nonlinear terms
which appear when increment form of equilibrium equa
tion arises; this allows not only an analysis of the kind of
stable state conditions found with consolidation defor
mation, in which the increment in the work by external
forces is positive, but also a continuous calculation of the
kind of processes found, for example, in bearing capacity
problems after the loading has peaked, in which there is a
switch in state from stable to unstable and hence a nega
tive increment in work by external force. In these two
senses, the authors and their colleagues have felt justied
in using the name All Soils All States GeoAnalysis In

INTRODUCTION
In their past work, the authors and their coresearchers
have performed soilwater coupled (quasi)static nite
deformation analyses (Asaoka et al., 1994, 1997; Noda et
al., 2005) using the SYS Camclay model (Asaoka et al.,
1998a, 2000, 2002; Asaoka, 2003) as the constitutive
equation, and have succeeded in dealing with all kinds of
(quasi)static soil problems within a single theoretical sys
tem, (1) for any required sort of soil from sand through
intermediate soils to clay (Asaoka et al., 2002; Asaoka,
2003; Yamada and Nakano, 2007; Nakano et al., 2008),
and (2) regardless of whether the problem concerns con
solidation deformation or bearing capacity (Noda et al.,
2007). By ``a single theoretical system,'' two things are
meant. The rst meaning is that the SYS Camclay model
is able to handle the dense multiplicity of really existing
soils, from sands through intermediate soils to clays with
in a single theoretical framework merely by controlling
the rate of change per unit amount of elastoplastic
i)
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tegration to describe this analysis method.
The aim of this paper is to present a further application
of this ``allround'' method in the form of a soilwater
coupled nite deformation analysis of an inertial force
response, demonstrating how it is possible to do away
with the existing restriction that limits such problems to
(quasi)static external force states and to tackle instead all
kinds of states, static or dynamic. As the incorporation
of the SYS Camclay model is an absolute precondition
for this, it also goes without saying that another aspect of
the same aim is to show in eect that this method lives up
to its name as an ``All Soils All States, and eectively All
Round, GeoAnalysis Integration.'' An account of this
ratetype equation of motion will be given below, but the
purpose for this is not so as to perform a nite deforma
tion analysis as an end in itself, but because it is simply
necessary to have a ratetype equation of motion in order
for the SYS Camclay model to be incorporated into it as
a ratetype constitutive equation.
First, the governing equations of the initialboundary
value problems required by this analysis method are
presented. At this point, the formulation of the govern
ing equation including the inertial force is given based on
conventional twophase mixture theory, and also as the
``up formulation.'' That is, it also has to be hypothe
sized that the relative acceleration of the uid phase (pore
water) with respect to the solid phase (soil skeleton) is
considerably smaller than the acceleration of the solid
phase. To make it possible to perform nite deformation
analyses based on the updated Lagrangian approach,
material time derivative is included following Nishimura
(1999) in the equation of motion of the mixture (saturat
ed soil) viewed from the solid phase, in order to give the
governing as a ``rate type'' equation of motion having a
``jerk,'' that is to say, possessing a rstorder derivative
for the acceleration of the soil skeleton. The usual prac
tice up until now for the formulation of dynamic prob
lems in which inertial terms appear, even in studies where
a ratetype (or incrementaltype) constitutive equation is
used, has been to formulate without taking the derivative
of the inertial term (e.g., Zienkiewicz and Bettes, 1982;
Zienkiewicz and Shiomi, 1984; Oka et al., 1991, 1994;
Meroi et al., 1995; Li et al., 2004). In other words, the
practice has been to do with a seconddegree dierential
equation for the times of such spatial variables as dis
placements or spatial coordinates in the soil skeleton, in
stead of using a ratetype formulation for the equation of
motion containing the solid and uid inertial terms. As a
result, in the equation of motion that makes use of weak
form or nite element discretization, incrementaltype
constitutive equations were substituted for the eective
stress increment, after dividing up the eective stress at
the moment of the calculation one time point earlier than
the required one and the eective stress increment up to
one time point after it. That is, hardly any account was
taken of the geometrical nonlinearity that inevitably ap
pears when a ratetype equation of motion is adopted.
The next part of the paper presents a weak form and a
nite element discretization procedure for solving a rate

type equation of motion for a saturated soil involving a
thirdorder derivative for the spatial variable of the soil
skeleton spatial coordinates. As an implicit nite time
dierence method for the solution of ordinary dierential
equations obtained as a result of discretization, it also in
troduces a calculation procedure which applies a linear
``acceleration'' method on the assumption of linear vari
ation in the ``jerk'' term (not the acceleration, the third
order derivative term in the spatial coordinates) while
simultaneously following the u method of Wilson et al.
(1973).
As the simplest possible example of an analysis per
formed using the procedures presented, the last part of
the paper provides results from a numerical simulation of
partially drained dynamic and quasistatic repeated triax
ial tests assuming a saturated medium dense sand speci
men with a fairly small permeability coecient. These
show that under a lowfrequency cyclic loading with no
signicant inuence from acceleration, a compaction be
havior occurs in the specimen during loading, while at
high frequencies with a considerably greater inuence
from acceleration the specimen displays liquefaction be
havior during loading and approaches an unstable state.
After the cyclic loading, however, consolidation occurs in
the specimen so that it returns to a stable state. As simple
as this analysis example is, it is enough to show that the
procedure presented in this paper works ``All Round'' as
well as in ``All States.''
INITIALBOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS OF
SATURATED SOILS WITH A RATETYPE
EQUATION OF MOTION IN THE FINITE
DEFORMATION REGIME
In mechanical computations of the initialboundary
value problems of saturated soils, formulation of the
governing equations is often based on the soliduid two
phase mixture theory, and numerical calculations are
made using the nite element method or other methods.
In this paper, the twophase mixture theory is examined
based on up formulation, which assumes that the rela
tive acceleration of the uid phase is suciently small
with respect to the acceleration of the solid phase. In ad
dition, nite deformation analysis is carried out based on
updated Lagrangian, which allows changes in the geo
metric shape of the soil under analysis to be taken into ac
count. For this purpose, the method of Nishimura (1999)
is adopted to allot a ratetype equation of motion to the
mixture (saturated soil). In other words, the time deriva
tive of the inertia term is used to allot a ratetype equation
of motion that contains a jerk term. In this section, we
also present governing equations other than the ratetype
equation of motion for solving initialboundary value
problems regarding the mechanical behavior of saturated
soils. That is to say, (a) an equation of motion of the mix
ture (saturated soil) and its ratetype equation, (b) soil
skeletonwater coupled equations [continuity equation
for expressing the geometric constraints between the uid
phase (pore water) and solid phase (soil skeleton) and the
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equation for expressing the average velocity of the pore
water], (c) eective stress principle, (d) constitutive equa
tion of the soil skeleton, (e) state equation for pore water,
(f) compatibility condition, and (g) boundary conditions
are described. The initial conditions, however, are ex
cluded. The formulation of the equations of motion for
each phase based on mixture theory follows the method
of Full formulation, the details of which are described in
APPENDIX 1, according to Nishimura (1999).
Moreover, in the formulation of the equations below, it is
assumed that the motion of the pore water is isotropic.
Also, in order to extend the range of applicability of the
equations, the case in which soil particles are assumed to
be incompressible while pore water is assumed to be com
pressible is described.
(a) Ratetype equation of motion for saturated soils
based on up formulation
!
!
We assume that the relative acceleration nf|ns of the
uid phase
with respect to the acceleration of the solid
!
phase ns is considerably small.
!

!

!

ns:nf|ns

(1)

!

Here, the superscript `` '' on the symbol of a variable in
dicates the material time derivative viewed from the phase
that is denoted by the subscripts (s, solid phase; f, uid
!
phase) on the same variable. In other words, the term ns
in Eq. (1) denotes the material time derivative (accelera
tion of the solid phase)
viewed from the solid phase hav
!
ing a velocity ns, and nf denotes the material time deriva
tive (acceleration of the uid phase) viewed from the uid
phase having a velocity nf.
In addition, assuming that only interaction forces act
between the solid phase (soil) and uid phase (pore water)
and using the sum of the respective equations of motion
for the solid and uid phases [Eq. (A19)], we obtain the
following equation of motion for saturated soil (mix
ture).
!

rnsdiv T{rb

(2)

Here, T is the Cauchy (total) stress tensor (tension: posi
tive), and b is a constant vector denoting the body force
vector per unit mass. In the case of quasistatic problems,
the acceleration term on the lefthand side of Eq. (2) dis
appears. In Eq. (2), r is the density of the saturated soil,
which can be expressed by Eq. (3) as a function of the
densities, r s, r f of the soil particle itself, and the pore
water, respectively.
r(1|n)r s{nr f

(3)

In the above equation, n is the porosity, which can be ex
pressed by n(v|1)/ve/(1{e) using the specic
volume v and the void ratio e.
Next, we derive the ratetype equation of motion for a
mixture (saturated soil) in the following manner in order
to consider the changes in geometry. Since the constitu
tive equation for a soil skeleton is an incrementtype
(ratetype) equation, Eq. (2) is integrated with respect to
the volume of the mixture (integrated form), and then its
material time derivative viewed from the solid phase is

derived to again obtain the local form. For simplication,
it is also assumed that only the soil particles are incom
pressible. This yields the following ratetype equation of
motion for the mixture (saturated soil).
!!

!

nDs r f{r f(trDs)t(ns|b)div DsSt
rns{s

(4)

Since the rst term on the lefthand side of this equation
is the 2nd derivative of velocity, it is a term that may be
referred to as rate of acceleration or jerk. Ds denotes the
material time derivative viewed from the solid phase, and
Ds St is the nominal stress rate of the solid phase
represented by Eq. (5), which conforms to the notations
used by Yatomi et al. (1989).
Ds StDsT{(trDs)T|TLTs

(5)

Here, Ls is the velocity gradient tensor and Ds is the str
etching tensor of the solid phase, which are related as
Ds1/2(Ls{LTs ).
Since velocity, acceleration, and jerk possess no objec
tivity, the equations of motion represented by Eqs. (2)
and (4) above also possess no objectivity. Therefore, we
limit the use of these equations to the inertial systems. In
the sections below, rules that do not have objectivity ex
cept the above are not used (Nishimura, 1999). Since geo
metric nonlinearity has been taken into account from the
stage of the equations of motion, a term corresponding to
the density change resulting from the shape change of the
mixture appears on the left side of Eq. (4), while an ad
vection term of stress appears on the right side of the
same equation.
(b) Soil skeletonpore water coupled equation (con
tinuity equation for saturated soil and average ow
velocity equation for pore water)
(b1) Continuity equation for saturated soil (geometric
constraint conditions for the soil skeleton and pore
water)
Applying the mass conservation law to each phase and,
for the sake of simplication, assuming here too that only
the soil particles are incompressible, the continuity equa
tion for saturated soil is obtained as follows (see Eq.
(A14)):
n
Dfr f
rf

div ns{div s
n(nf|ns)t
|

(6)

Here, Df is the material time derivative viewed from the
uid phase. Because n(nf|ns) denotes the average ow
velocity of the pore water, it can be understood that Eq.
(6) shows, as the geometric constraint for the soil skele
ton and pore water in saturated soil, that the temporal
volume change rate of the soil skeleton in saturated soil
will be the amount of discharge of pore water from and
into the saturated soil per unit time.
(b2) Average ow velocity equation for pore water
In the equation of motion for the uid phase (pore
water), the interaction force between the solid and uid
phases is assumed, as has been suggested by Nishimura
(1999) (see Eq. (A18)). In addition, if we assume that the
motion of the uid phase is isotropic, the average ow ve
locity of the pore water is obtained as shown below.
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!
k
r fk
(gradu|r fb)|ns~
gw
gw

n(nf|ns)|

(7)

In the above equation, k is the permeability coecient, g
is the acceleration due to gravity (that is, the Euclidian
norm of the body force vector b in Eq. (2)), and gwr fg
is the weight per unit volume of water. The formulation
!
!
of this! equation
utilizes the relation denoted by r fnfr fns
!
!
{r f(nf|ns)¥r fns, which is obtained from the assump
tion made for Eq. (1). The 2nd term on the righthand
side of Eq. (7) contains the acceleration term of the solid
phase. In the case of quasistatic problems, this term will
disappear. In such a case, Eq. (7) becomes the usually
known Darcy Law.
Noticing the relation Dfr fDsr f{gradr f¥(nf|ns), we
can introduce this relation into Eqs. (6) and (7) to obtain
following equation (soil skeletonpore water coupled
equation), which connects with the equation of motion
for saturated soil (Eq. (4)).

Ø rg k n »{r divn {div{|rg k (gradu|r b)}

|div

f2

w

!

s

f

f

s

f

w

{nDsr f0

(8)

(c) Principle of eective stress
Following the principle of eective stress, we obtain
the equation below
TT?|uI,

(9)

where T? is the Cauchy eective stress (tension: positive),
u is the pore water pressure (compression: positive), and I
is the identity tensor.
(d) Constitutive equation for the soil skeleton
In this paper, we apply the SYS Camclay model
(Asaoka et al., 2002) described in APPENDIX 2 to the
constitutive equation for the soil skeleton and obtain the
following linear relationship between T?
° and Ds.
T?L[D
°
T?D
°
s],
sT?{T?Vs|VsT?,

VsDsRsRTs (10)

where T?
° is the Cauchy eective stress rate tensor with ob
jectivity. In the calculation example in this paper, the
GreenNagdhi's (1965) Cauchy eective stress rate tensor
has been used. Vs is the material spin tensor of the solid
phase and Rs is the rotational tensor that is derived from
the deformation gradient tensor.
(e) State equation for pore water
The state of the pore water is represented as a function
of the pore water pressure by the equation given below.
(u|u0)/Kft
r fr0 exp s
,

(11)

where r0 is the density of the pore water itself under a
water pressure of u0, and Kf is the bulk modulus of the
pore water.
(f) Compatibility condition
Although this should be a relation that there is no in
consistency between global and local deformation elds,
the denition of the velocity gradient tensor Ls is adopted
here.

&ns
&x

Ls

(12)

(g) Boundary conditions
In the subsections (a) to (f) above, the number of
unknowns is equal to the number of equations containing
those unknowns. Therefore, the equations can be solved
by allotting the boundary conditions. The boundary con
ditions are described below.
The types of boundary conditions for saturated soil are
traction (rate) boundary conditions related to stresses and
stress rates, geometrical boundary conditions related to
deformation, velocity or acceleration, and hydraulic
boundary conditions related to the total head of water
and the discharge volume of pore water. These can be
written as
GGn{GtGq{Gh,

(13)

where Gn is the geometrical boundary of the saturated soil
(mixture), Gt is the traction (rate) boundary, Gq is the dis
charge boundary of the pore water, and Gh (or Gu) is the
boundary related to the total head (or pore water pres
sure). For cases as in this paper, where we consider triaxi
al tests under constant cell pressures (Asaoka et al.,
1994), the traction vector t is given by tcn (c is a con
stant and n is the outward normal vector of the bound
ary), and the ratetype boundary condition for Gt
becomes.
nda on Gt,
(trDs)I|LTs t
s· tda(tda)_ c(nda)_ cs

(14)

where s· t, in general, is called the nominal traction rate. In
other words, when the cell pressure is constant, s· t is allot
ted to the boundary only through the shape variation of
the specimen. With respect to the hydraulic boundary
conditions, if Gq is an undrained boundary, the discharge
q per unit area is given below.
qn(nf|ns)¥n0

(15)

WEAK FORM OF THE RATETYPE EQUATION
OF MOTION AND FINITE ELEMENT
DISCRETIZATION
Weak form of the Ratetype Equation
In order to solve numerically the initialboundary value
problems described in the previous section, we make use
of the weak form of the ratetype equation of motion
(weak form of Eq. (4)). Through this, the partial dieren
tial equations that contain spatial and time variables are
converted to ordinary dierential equations containing
only time variables. To make things simpler, the sub
script ``s'' is removed from the variables
that contain it.
!
In addition, the superscript `` '', which denotes the
material time derivative viewed from the solid phase is
changed and shown here as the symbol ``¥''.
The ratetype equation of motion (Eq. (4)) is integrated
with respect to the volume after being taken the inner
product with an imaginary vector dn, which becomes zero
at the displacement rate boundary Gn shown in Eq. (13)
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and also satises the compatibility condition (Eq. (12)).
Then, using Gauss's divergence theorem, the principle of
eective stress (Eq. (9)), and the GreenNaghdi's eective
stress rate (Eq. (10)2), we obtain the following equation.
¥dLt
dn
°
fr än¥dndn{fsT?¥dD{(trD)T¥dL|TL
{ r trD( ·n|b)¥dndn
f
n
|
f·u{trdD|r K ( ·n|b)¥dn}dn
 s· ¥dnda| (VT?|T?V)¥dDdn
(16)
f f

model by Christian (Christian, 1968) and Tamura (Akai
and Tamura, 1978).
s
ki i d i
L
|Lis
nit{ S aim(um|ui)_f iu,
sn t
m1
g dt
d i
i ø
s·n t
sn t
dt

T

n

n

f

n

f

f

n

a

t

n

In the above equation, the subscript v indicates the
volume occupied by the saturated soil under considera
tion, and a is the traction (rate) boundary Gt of Eq. (13).
The above equation contains nonlinear terms such as r,
r f, stresses (eective stress and pore pressure), and ac
celeration ·n, which are decided by obtaining the solution
to the problem. Therefore, the calculations at each time
step need to be iteratively solved until convergence is ob
tained (Asaoka et al., 1994). For a quasistatic system in
which there is no eect of acceleration and the pore water
is incompressible (i.e., Kf is innite), the above equation
agrees completely with that of Asaoka et al. (1994, 1997).
Finite Element Discretization (Formulation of Mass
Matrix M, Tangent Stiness Matrix K, etc.)
Finite element discretization of the volume v under cal
culation is carried out by dividing the elements into
volumes denoted by vi (i1, c, NE, NE: number of ele
ment). By considering the arbitrariness of dn, we obtain
the matrix dierential equations below.
d2 i
nt
{Kis
n it
|(Li {Lic ) ·uis
f_ it,
s
dt2
d2
sänitø 2 snit
dt
Mi

T

T

(17)

Here, Mi is the mass matrix of the saturated soil element
i, Ki is the tangent stiness matrix of the soil skeleton, Li
is the element matrix that converts the (displacement)
velocities of the nodes in element i into a volume change
rate, Lic is the element matrix for the water compressibili
ty, sn itis a vector comprised of the velocities of the
nodes, ·ui is the pore pressure rate of element i, and sf_ itis
a vector for the force velocities of the nodes. More
specic forms of these are shown in APPENDIX 3. In the
calculation in this paper, 4nodes isoparametric elements
are used.
PHYSICAL MODEL OF THE SOIL SKELETON
PORE WATER COUPLED EQUATION THAT
INCLUDES THE EFFECT OF THE INERTIA TERM
Based on Eq. (8), the following equations are derived
with regard to the soil skeletonwater coupled system to
represent the pore pressure u at the center of each element
(Asaoka et al., 1994) by employing an extended physical

(18)

Here, ui is the pore pressure of element i, and um (m1,
2, c, s) is the pore pressure of element m adjacent to ele
ment i. ki is the permeability coecient of element i. The
number of adjacent elements, s, becomes s6 under 3
dimensional conditions and s4 under 2dimesional
plane strain or axisymmetric conditions. In addition, we
have
s

f_ iu| S gwaim(zicm|zic){qi,

(19)

m1

where aim (m1, 2, c, s) is a coecient that is related to
the permeability coecient. The concrete equation for aim
is shown in APPENDIX 4 for the more useful case of the
permeability coecient of a nonuniform material. In the
formulation of the above equation, the density r f of the
pore water is assumed to be that at the center of the ele
ment in the case of pore water that exhibits compressibili
ty, as in the above case for pore pressure.
When the height z from a standard plane in the direc
tion of the body vector b is used in Eq. (19), zic is the
height of the center of element i being considered, zicm (m
1, 2, c, s) is the height of the center of an element m
adjacent to element i, and qi is the amount of water ow
ing into element i per unit time from the outside. There
fore, as described in the example in this paper, if the
eect of height or gravity is not considered as in the case
of triaxial testing, the rst term on the righthand side of
Eq. (19) becomes zero.
SIMULTANEOUS DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION FOR
SOLVING THE FINITE DEFORMATION PROBLEM
IN THE CASE OF SATURATED SOIL CONTAINING
THE INERTIA TERM
By superposing each element in Eqs. (17)1 and (18)1
above, we obtain the following simultaneous dierential
equation, which must be solved to obtain the solution to
the initialboundary value problems of saturated soil.

« $ { }«
$ { }
« ${ } { }
M 0 d2
0 0 dt2
{

0 |(LT{LTc ) d
nt
s
{
L?
0
sut
dt

K 0
|L H

snt
sf_ t

,
ut
s
sf_ ut

snt
sut

(20)

where

nT1 nT2 c nTj c nT(NP|1) nTNPtT,
snts
sf_ tsf_

T
1

T
2

T
j

f_ c f_ c f_

T
(NP|1)

u u cu cu
suts
1

1
u

2

2
u

i

(NE|1)

i
u

sf_ f_ c f_ c f_
sf_ ut

(NE|1)
u

(21)

T
T
NP

(22)

u t,

(23)

NE T
u

(24)

f_

t,

NE T

f_

t,

with s
ntand s
f_ tbeing the respective global expressions
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of the velocity vector nj and the load velocity vector f_ j of
node j ( j1, c, NP, NP: number of nodes); s
utand
f_ utare the respective global expressions of the pore pres
s
sure ui of element i and the amount of uid phase f_ iu ow
ing into and out of element i.
NE

NE

i1

i1

MS?Mi, KS?Ki
T

T

(25)

T

T

T

H[H1 H2 c Hi c H(NE|1) HNE ]T

(26)

L[L1 L2 c Li c L(NE|1) LNE ]T
(27)
1
L? [k1L1 k2L2 c kiLi c k(NE|1)L(NE|1) kNELNE ]T
g
(28)
T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T
Lc[L1c L2c c Lic c L(NE|1)
LNE
c
c ]
T

T

T

T

T

(29)

In the above equations, M is the global mass matrix, K is
the global tangent stiness matrix of the soil skeleton, L
is the global matrix that converts the velocity of the soil
skeleton into its volume change, L? the matrix obtained
by the modication of L, and Lc is the global matrix ob
tained from Lic (i1, c , NE). H is the global matrix of
the coecient of permeability obtained from Hi (i1,
c , NE), which, as shown in APPENDIX 4, is obtained
from am in Eq. (18)1. The term S?NE
i1 indicates the super
posed computational operation that takes into account
the correspondence to the node numbers of s
nitand s
nt
.
Also, L (or L?, Lc) and H are matrices that are obtained
by taking into account the correspondence to the node
numbers of Eqs. (17)1, (18)1, and (20), respectively. In the
s·n(uDt)2t̀t{uDts·n(uDt)2t̀t{

«

$ { }«

nt
0 |LT d s
K 0
{
0 0
|L H
dt sut

${ } { }
nt
s
sf_ t

sut
sf_ ut

(30)

GLOBAL TANGENTIAL STIFFNESS EQUATION
In order to carry out analysis based on the implicit
method with due consideration of the eect of the inertia
term, we apply the concept of the linear ``acceleration''
method to the ``jerk'' eld. Here, we follow the Wilson's
u method (Wilson et al., 1973), which is an extension of
the linear acceleration method, to deal with the time
dierential term in Eq. (20) by dierence approximation.
That is, we assume that the displacement of the soil skele
ton and/or the jerk term än(t), which is a 3rd derivative
term of the spatial coordinates, becomes linear within the
time interval between tt to tt{uDt for uÆ1.
t
(sänt̀t{uDt|sänt̀t)
uDt

sänt̀t{tsänt̀t{

(31)

By integrating this equation successively with respect to t
and using tuDt, we obtain the following three equa
tions for the acceleration vector sänt, velocity vector s·nt
,
and position vector s
xtof the nodes.

1
1
sän(uDt)3t̀t{ sän(uDt)3t̀t{uDt
2
2

n(uDt)t̀t{uDts
n(uDt)t̀t{s·n(uDt)2t̀t{
s
xt̀t{uDts
xt̀t{sn(uDt)t̀t{
s

case of a quasistatic problem, if the pore water is treated
as being incompressible, Eq. (20) takes the following
form.

(32)

1
1
sän(uDt)3t̀t{ sän(uDt)3t̀t{uDt
3
6

(33)

1
1
1
s·n(uDt)2t̀t{ sän(uDt)3t̀t{ sän(uDt)3t̀t{uDt
2
8
24

(34)

In the above equations, sän(uDt)3t̀t{uDt, s·n(uDt)2t̀t{uDt, sn(uDt)t̀t{uDt, and s
xt̀t{uDt represent the jerk vector (~(uDt)3),
2
acceleration vector (~(uDt) ), velocity vector (~uDt), and position vector, respectively, of the nodes. If we change the
above terms from uDt to Dt, they will become the values at time tt{Dt.
In addition, by employing the trapezium rule in the implicit method of analysis with respect to pore water, we obtain
the following equation, where s
ut̀t{uDt is the pore water pressure and s·ut̀t{uDt is the pore water pressure velocity at
time tt{uDt.
ut̀t{
sut̀t{uDts

1
(s·ut̀t{uDt{s·ut̀t)(uDt)
2

(35)

Considering Eq. (20) to be valid at time tt{uDt and substituting this equation in Eqs. (32) and (33), the simultane
ous 1st degree equation that needs to be solved nally for time tt{uDt is
1
c 1
f
M{ K |2(LT{LTc )
sän(uDt)3t̀t{uDt
6
(uDt)2
sut̀t{uDt
|Lu1
H~uDt
e
h
1
1
i
f_ (uDt)t̀t{uDt|K sn(uDt)t̀t{s·n(uDt)2t̀t{ sän(uDt)3t̀t |2(LT{LTc ) s
ut̀t{ s·u(uDt)t̀t
ks
3
2

j
k
n(uDt)t̀t{Lu2s·n(uDt)2t̀t{Lu3sän(uDt)3t̀t
sf_ u(uDt)t̀t{uDt{Ls
l

d

«

g{

}

$

«

$op
q
q

r

(36)
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where
T

T

T

T

T

NE T
L(NE|1) gNE
]
Lun[g1unL1 g2unL2 c giunLi c g(NE|1)
un
un L
f

1
1 r ki
,
giu1 |
6 2uDt gw

f

1 r ki
1
, giu3
uDt gw
6

giu21|

and u is the parameter employed in the Wilson's u
method. M, K, sf_ (uDt)t̀t{uDt, and sf_ u(uDt)t̀t{uDt are
renewed by repeating the computation within the time in
terval steps between tt and tt{uDt. In the calcula
tion example in this paper, u was set to 1.4 as used in the
original Wilson's u method. We were unable to solve Eq.
(36) if giu1 was negative when ki and Dt were chosen.

In this paper, computations are carried out taking the
loadcontrolled triaxial test as an example. Since the
pedestal used for triaxial testing is rigid and rough
enough to exert sucient friction, it imparts a constraint
to the soil skeleton at the contact surface of the saturated
soil. In the case of constraint conditions being inicted

d

g

d

(37)

Ø 2|uDt3 rgk »,
f

i

(38)

w

upon deformation of the soil skeleton, the computations
are carried out based on the Lagrange multiplier method
similar to that described by Asaoka et al. (1998b). In this
section, only the ordinary dierential equation that needs
to be solved in such a case is shown.
Assuming that the constraints are imparted by the posi
tion vector x, we obtain the following equation by time
derivative of the vector viewed from the soil skeleton.
Csnts
0t

INTRODUCTION OF THE CONSTRAINT
CONDITIONS

cM 0 0f 2isntoc 0 |(LT{LTc )
q
dk
0 0 0
0
jsutp{ L?
2k
q
dt
lt
0
0
0
0
0
s
e
h l re

(n1, 2, 3),

(39)

Here, C is the matrix imparting the constraint conditions.
Since discretization of the weak form of the equation of
motion into nite elements is subjected to the constraints
Cs
dnts
0t
, the ordinary dierential equation that needs
to be solved nally is obtained through the Lagrange mul
tiplier method and becomes

0fdi
ntoc K 0 |CTfi
ntoi f_ f
ks q
k s qk st
{ |L H 0 js
js
0 js
utp
utp
f_ ut ,
q
k
qk
dtk
ltre|C 0 0 hls
ltrl s0th
0h ls

g

T
where slt
sl1, l2, c, lk, c, l(NC|1), lNCt
and sltin
dicates the vector consisting of the Lagrange multiplier lk
(k1, c, NC, NC: number of constraints) pertaining to
the kth constraint. Additionally, in regard to this equa
tion and similar to the manner mentioned above, the
simultaneous equation of, as shown in Eq. (36), that
must be solved can be obtained if dierence approxima
tion is applied.

ACCELERATION, VELOCITY, AND POSITION
VECTORS AND RENEWAL OF STATE
QUANTITIES
In this chapter, we describe the acceleration, velocity,
and position vectors and renewal of state quantities.
Dierent equations (formulae) are required for time tt
{uDt and tt{Dt as discussed below.
Quantities at Time tt{uDt
The acceleration, velocity, and position vectors are de
termined from Eqs. (32) to (34), respectively, using the
solution sän(uDt)t̀t{uDt to the global tangent stiness
equation (Eq. (36)). With respect to the stress and other
state quantities, if we represent these state quantities (ten
sor, vector, and scalar quantities) by A and their veloci
ties by A,
_ the velocity A`
_ t{uDt of the state quantity at time
tt{uDt can be determined from sn(uDt)t̀t{uDt obtained
above from Eq. (33). Therefore, the state quantity
A`t{uDt can be determined from the quantities at time tt

d

g

g

(40)

according to Eq. (41) below. The pore water pressure,
however, is excluded because the water pressure sut̀t{uDt
is decided by the solution to Eq. (36).
A`t{uDtA`t{

1
(A`
_ t{uDt{A`
_ t)(uDt)
2

(41)

Quantities at Time tt{Dt
The acceleration, velocity, and position vectors at time
tt{Dt are computed from the terms sän(uDt)3t̀t{uDt at
xt̀t at
time tt{uDt and s·n(uDt)2t̀t, sn(uDt)t̀t, and s
time tt in the equations obtained by making tDt dur
ing derivation of Eqs. (32) to (34). In addition, the state
quantities A`t{Dt at time tt{Dt together with their
velocities A`
_ t{Dt are obtained from the quantities at time
tt and at time tt{uDt using the equations given
below.
_ t(uDt)
A`
_ t{Dt(uDt)2(A`t{uDt|A`t)|A`
1
_ t(uDt)t
_ t{Dt(uDt){A`
sA`
2u

A`t{DtA`t{

(42)
(43)

OTHER MATTERS
In these computations, during the rst stage where the
time is incremented from tt to tt{uDt, the accelera
tion, velocity, position, and various state quantities at
time tt{uDt are forecast using explicit formulae (Eu
lerian approximation).
In addition, judgment of convergence is carried out at
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each integration point (each Gauss point) of each element
using the relative error derived from the equivalent stress.
Update to the next time step is performed if the relative
errors at all integration points are suciently small
(Asaoka et al., 1994).
SIMULATION OF PARTIALLY DRAINED
DYNAMIC AND QUASISTATIC REPEATED
TRIAXIAL TESTS OF SATURATED SOIL UNDER
A CONSTANT CONFINED PRESSURE
As an example of the computational method described
above, we discuss in this chapter simulation of partially
drained dynamic and quasistatic repeated triaxial
laboratory tests under a constant lateral conned pres
sure when the cyclic load applied is very small in ampli
tude. The test specimen is assumed to be saturated sand
with a somewhat small permeability coecient. The eect
of gravity is ignored, and the pore water is assumed to be
incompressible. That is, b0 in Eq. (2), and in Eq. (11),
rfr0 and Kf/. In this computational example, liq
uefaction, the consolidation that occurs after the liq
uefaction and compaction are simulated systematically.
Calculation Conditions
Figure 1 shows the nite element mesh and boundary
conditions used in the computation. For the sake of sim
plicity, the specimen was assumed to be cylindrical, and
the loading conditions were assumed to be axisymmetric
and updown symmetric. This enables the calculations to
be carried out with a quarter section of the cylindrical
specimen. At the upper boundary of the specimen, the
eect of the rigid and rough pedestal was represented by
allotting constraint conditions (invariable length and an
gle) between the nodes (Asaoka et al., 1998b). Treatment
was also carried out in order to increase the freedom of
movement at the corner (Asaoka et al., 1994). The load
was a point load applied at the center of the pedestal at
the upper boundary of the specimen (i.e., the node at the
lefthand edge of Fig. 1) under constant lateral pressure.
After a vertical stress equivalent to amplitude of 40 kPa
was applied 20 times using a sine wave loading pattern,
the specimen was allowed to stand until it reached the
same stress condition as the initial isotropic stress condi
tion. Two cases of frequencies of the cyclic load were
considered, a (i) low (period100 s) and (ii) high fre
quency (period0.01 s). The hydraulic boundary condi
tions were assumed to be partial draining with the upper
boundary being the drained condition. All other parts
were considered to be undrained. Tables 1 and 2 show the
assumed material constants of the saturated soil and the
initial conditions of the test specimen. Among the materi
al constants allotted, the elastoplastic parameters and
the evolutional parameters were those of a sandlike
material with rapid decay of structure and mild loss of
overconsolidation, but the permeability coecient was
set at 10|5 cm/s assuming a soil with a large fraction of
ne particles. In the results of the calculations below, the
apparent behavior under axial displacementcontrolled

Fig. 1.

Finite element mesh and boundary conditions

Table 1.

Material constants in the ``sand''

Elastoplastic parameters
Compression index Ãl
Swelling index ãk
Critical state constant M
Specic volume at q0 and p?98.1 kPa on NCL N
Poisson's ratio n

0.05
0.012
1.0
1.98
0.3

Evolution rule parameters
Degradation index of structure a (bc1.0)
Degradation index of overconsolidation m
Evolution index of rotational hardening br
Limit of rotational hardening mb
Permeability k (cm/s)

Table 2.

2.2
0.06
3.5
0.7
1.0~10|5

Initial conditions in the specimen

Mean eective stress p?0 (kPa)
Specic volume v0
Degree of structure 1/R*0
Overconsolidation ratio 1/R0
Degree of anisotropy j0 3/2b0¥b0

294.3
1.94
5.0
3.0
0.0

monotonic loading at a rate of 0.05 cm/s and undrained
condition is rst described in order to illustrate the char
acteristics of the test specimen assumed here.
Results of the Calculations
(a) Apparent behavior under monotonic loading with
axial displacement control
Figure 2 shows the apparent behavior of the test speci
men under monotonic loading. Apparent behavior here
means the specimen behavior when viewed as a single ele
ment. In the case of the axial displacement rate used, the
excess water pressure produced in the test specimen is
almost uniform. In the stress calculations, the compensa
tions to the cross section were performed assuming the
specimen always remains cylindrical. p? is the mean eec
tive stress and q is the deviator stress, which are denoted
by p?|trT?/3, q 3/2S¥S (ST?{p?I ). It can be
seen from the gure that the test specimen exhibits
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softening under low stress ratios at rst, followed by
hardening behavior under high stress ratios. Such a be
havior is typical of medium dense sand.
(b) Apparent behavior of the test specimen (liquefac
tioninduced settlement)
Figures 3 and 4 show the apparent behavior of the test

Fig. 2. Medium dense sandlike behavior under undrained monotonic
loading

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.
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specimen under vertical cyclic loads of low and high fre
quencies respectively. Since the upper boundary is in a
state of drained condition, the excess pore water pressure
was taken as zero at this boundary. In these gures and
those hereafter, the solid lines (a to b) indicate the behav
ior during load application, and the broken lines (b to c)
indicate the behavior after load application has ended. In
the case of low frequency loading (Fig. 3), the specimen
exhibits the socalled compaction behavior, where com
pression begins in the initial stages of load application
and ceases once load application ends. In contrast, in the
case of high frequency loading (Fig. 4), the specimen be
havior is rather similar to undrained behavior, and the
axial strain ea begins to alternate widely between the com
pression and tension sides after the 14th cycle. After load
application has ended, large consolidation settlement has
occurred.
(c) Distributions within the test specimen
Figures 5 to 8 show the temporal distributions of the
degree of structure 1/R*, overconsolidation ratio 1/R,
specic volume change Dv, and shear strain es in the case
of low frequency loading. At the drained boundary, the
degree of structure and overconsolidation ratio accumu
lated somewhat during load application, and together
with the appearance of shear strain, compression (con
solidation) has occurred locally. Since there is almost no
occurrence of excess pore water pressure ue, there is
almost no change in the distributions after load applica

Compaction behavior (Periods: 100 sec. Number of cycles: 20. Dq40 kPa)

Liquefactioninduced behavior (Periods: 0.01 sec. Number of cycles: 20. Dq40 kPa)
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Fig. 5.

Distributions of structure, 1/R* with elapsed time (Periods: 100 sec)

Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.

Distributions of OCR, 1/R with elapsed time (Periods: 100 sec)

Distributions of specic volume change, Dv with elapsed time (Periods: 100 sec)

tion has ended.
Figures 9 to 13 show the temporal distributions of
1/R*, 1/R, Dv, es, and ue in the case of high frequency
loading. Each gure shows the distributions of these
parameters 0.01, 0.1, 1.0, and 10 sec after the end of load
application and those at the end of consolidation. During
load application, compaction occurred only near the
drained boundary. However, even in the vicinity of the
center of the specimen far away from the drained bound
ary, there was decay of structure, the overconsolidation
ratio increased gradually and accumulated to a great ex

tent, and the excess pore water pressure increased to a lev
el approaching the constraint pressure (294 kPa). In addi
tion, shear strain has been produced in the form of a
stripe pattern covering the entire test specimen. Even if
the load is maintained constant immediately after the ap
plication of cyclic load has ended, residual wave propaga
tion within the specimen results in the soil element being
subjected to repeated loading/unloading without any
pore water migration, as will be described later. This
produces a further increase in the excess pore water pres
sure, and the overconsolidation ratio increases. After this
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Fig. 8.

Fig. 9.
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Distributions of shear strain, es with elapsed time (Periods: 100 sec)

Distributions of structure, 1/R* with elapsed time (Periods: 0.01 sec)

stage, (i.e., 1.0 sec after load application has ended), the
overconsolidation ratio decreases rapidly along with the
progress of drainage, and massive compression occurs. In
addition, the appearance of shear strain advances at the
center and boundaries of the specimen.
(d) Behavior of the soil elements
The behaviors of soil elements A and B under low fre
quency loading are shown in Figs. 14 and 15, while those
under high frequency loading are shown in Figs. 16 and
17. In the case of low frequency loading (Figs. 14 and
15), both elements exhibit compaction during load appli
cation, without any signicant decrease in p?. In contrast,
in the case of high frequency loading (Figs. 16 and 17),
the stress acting on deeply located element A approaches

the origin with increasing q/p? during load application,
and the element exhibits liquefaction behavior. Load ap
plication is accompanied by rapid decay of structure
while the overconsolidation ratio increases. During the
period in which wave propagation continues after the end
of cyclic loading (b to b?), the overconsolidation ratio
continues to accumulate. Subsequently, consolidation oc
curs along with relaxation of overconsolidation (b? to c),
and massive compression occurs (consolidation after liq
uefaction). In contrast to element A, massive compres
sion (compaction) occurs in element B close to the
drained boundary along with the slight decrease in p? and
increase in q/p? during load application. Compared with
element A, the decay of structure in element B is small,
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Fig. 10.

Fig. 11.

Distributions of OCR, 1/R with elapsed time (Periods: 0.01 sec)
(Values exceeding 100 are shown as 100, Max. 1977.5)

Distributions of specic volume change, Dv with elapsed time (Periods: 0.01 sec)
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Fig. 12.

Fig. 13.

Distributions of shear strain, es with elapsed time (Periods: 0.01 sec)

Distributions of excess pore pressure, ue with elapsed time (Periods: 0.01 sec)
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Fig. 14.

Compaction behavior of soil element A of Fig. 1 (Periods: 100 sec)

Fig. 15.

Compaction behavior of soil element B of Fig. 1 (Periods: 100 sec)

and the amount the compression in it after the end of
load application is also small. The above makes it clear
that both liqueed areas and compacted areas coexist,
even within a single specimen. It is also clear that liq

uefaction occurs due to the rapid decay of structure and
accumulation of overconsolidation caused by the cyclic
load and that after liquefaction consolidation, settlement
occurs along with relaxation of the accumulated overcon
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Fig. 16.
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Liquefaction and liquefactioninduced consolidation behavior of soil element A of Fig. 1 (Periods: 0.01 sec)

Fig. 17.

Consolidation behavior of soil element B of Fig. 1 (Periods: 0.01 sec)

solidation.
Summary of the Calculated Results and Discussion
Under low frequency loading, since the pore water can

move suciently even during load application, the test
specimen exhibits compaction in all regions, with the
drained boundary showing the maximum compaction.
On the other hand, in the case of high frequencies, liq
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uefaction occurs in deep regions of the specimen during
load application, together with compaction at the drained
boundary. After load application has ended, compaction
and compression progress in those regions where liq
uefaction had occurred, and the test specimen exhibits
massive compression.
In elements such as A (Fig. 17) in deeper parts of the
specimen under high frequency loading, why does p?
decrease suddenly during and immediately after the end
of load application and massive compression occur along
with the progress of consolidation? The reason for this
can be explained by paying attention to the behavior of
the soil skeleton structure (in particular, the decay of
structure during loading and the accumulation of over
consolidation during unloading). In other words, we can
explain the above phenomenon using the SYS Camclay
model as follows. When setting the material constants
and the initial conditions of the soil in the current calcula
tions, the permeability coecient assumed was somewhat
low, but all other values were typical of medium dense
sand (Fig. 2). Compared with typical clay, it can be con
sidered that the soil structure of typical sand decays easily
and that loss of overconsolidation is mild (Asaoka et al.,
2002; Asaoka, 2003). In terms of the evolutional
parameters, this means that compared with clay, a is large
and m is small for sand. In addition, since the structures
of medium dense and loose sands are in a developed state,
repeated stresses arising from the cyclic load cause a rapid
decay of structure so that R*ª1 (APPENDIX 2). Refer
ring to Eq. (A21) related to the volume change during
loading, it can be seen that decay of structure acts to in
t
p
crease the plastic volume strain epv(|f
0JtrD dt) (com
pression: positive), meaning that plastic compression oc
curs. Furthermore, since shear under low stresses is pro
duced by the loading pattern, plastic compression is pro
duced during the expansion (i.e., hardening) of the sub
loading surface as is evident from its shape. On the other
hand, since the relaxation of overconsolidation for sand
is mild, it is dicult for R to increase towards 1 during
loading. Therefore, there is almost no plastic expansion
due to loss of overconsolidation, and the plastic compres
sion during load application is much larger than the plas
tic expansion. This means that in the case of high fre
quency loading, there is almost no migration of the pore
water within the specimen and that element A (Fig. 17) is
in a nearly undrained state. Consequently, the elastic and
plastic volume strains oset each other ( ·eev| ·epv), and p?
corresponding to the elastic volume strain decreases
greatly. In addition, since there is residual wave propaga
tion immediately after the end of load application and
repeated shear forces continue to act under undrained
conditions. As a result, even though the structure was
almost lost during loading, expansion of the subloading
surface occurs under low stresses (similar to the
phenomenon seen during loading), plastic compression is
produced, and p? tends to move towards zero (liquefac
tion). At the same time, since the overconsolidation at
tained due to repeated shear during unloading is not lost
signicantly during loading, the overconsolidation ratio

continues to increase. In the consolidation stage that fol
lows, for the reason why loss of overconsolidation in the
sand is mild, the subloading surface expands while the
amount of plastic expansion produced remains small and
plastic compression becomes the dominating factor,
resulting in massive compression.
Finally, we would like to add that when we compared
the above cases of monotonic loading and low frequency
loading without the eect of the inertia term with the
results of calculations based on the explicit method of
analysis not including the inertia term (Asaoka et al.,
1994), we found that there was virtually no dierence at
all between the two cases. Thus, the implicit method of
analysis used here can be considered to be a valid method
of calculation.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a new method from the fol
lowing standpoints in order to deal with inertial forces in
the calculation of soilwater coupled nite deformation:
(1) derivation of a ratetype equation of motion for
saturated soil containing a jerk term of the soil
skeleton conforming to up formulation and updat
ed Lagrangian,
(2) derivation of a weak form of the ratetype equation
of motion and nite element discretization, and
(3) application of implicit dierence approximation and
the Wilson's u method to the time term. The time
term was obtained by applying the linear accelera
tion method, which assumes linear variation of ac
celeration, to a jerk term that is one order higher in
magnitude than the acceleration term.
The calculations were made by mounting the elasto
plastic equation (SYS Camclay model), which can be ap
plied to a wide range of soils and soil conditions, onto the
above ratetype equation. As an example of application
of the derived method of calculation, simulation of dy
namic/static triaxial laboratory testing of saturated medi
um dense sand specimens resembling under conditions of
smallamplitude cyclic loading, partial drainage, and
constant lateral pressure was carried out. The simulation
yielded the following insights:
(1) In the case of low frequencies, compaction occurs
during loading and compression progresses over the
entire specimen.
(2) In the case of high frequencies, during loading and
in the period (0.01 sec in the example here) in which
wave propagation continues within the specimen af
ter the end of loading, compaction is produced at
the drained end of the specimen, whereas the mean
eective stress p? in its interior becomes almost zero.
That is to say, liquefaction occurs. This shows that
both liquefaction and compaction can coexist within
a single specimen. After this stage, massive com
pression takes place within the specimen, leading to
consolidation (consolidation after liquefaction).
(3) The liquefaction and consolidation phenomena de
scribed in (2) above are closely related to the events
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(4)

(5)

occurring in the soil skeleton structure of the sand
(rapid decay of structure and mild relaxation of
overconsolidation). The liquefaction during and im
mediately after the cessation of loading, is caused by
the rapid decay of structure and plastic deformation
that accompanies the changes in the subloading sur
face under low stress ratios. It occurs without relax
ation of the accumulating overconsolidation. After
this stage, the consolidation deformation that oc
curs due to the dissipation of the excess pore water
pressure is insucient to release the accumulated
overconsolidation soon enough. Because of this, not
much plastic expansion is produced, and the occur
rence of plastic compression due to expansion of the
subloading surface takes precedence.
In the case of high frequency loading, the decay of
structure progresses up to the central part of the
specimen due to the events described in (3) above,
and p? decreases nearly to zero. Thus, even if the
number of loading cycles is the same, the specimen is
compressed to a greater extent compared with low
frequency loading.
For monotonic loading with low loading rates and
for low frequency loading, the results of calculation
agree almost perfectly with the results obtained by
the explicit method of analysis. Thus, the implicit
method of analysis used here can be considered to be
a valid method of calculation.
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APPENDIX 1: APPLICATION OF THE THEORY OF
MIXTURES TO THE MECHANICS OF SATURATED
SOIL
The theory of mixtures is a mechanical theory used to
describe the behavior of a continuum consisting of multi
ple materials in which the material that lls a given point
in space at a given instant is not unique and where the en
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tire system cannot be described by the exclusive motion of
a single continuum. The theory has been applied to study
the mechanics of saturated soils. Porous media theories
based on the continuum theory of mixtures have been ex
tensively developed for many years by numerous re
searchers, and at present, not only saturated soils but also
threephase systems, unsaturated soils, are being exam
ined. The historical developments and contributions, for
mulations, etc. in relation to porous media theories have
been described in detail by de Boer (1998), Schreer
(2002), and others. Here, in accordance with the descrip
tive method of Nishimura (1999), we derive the equation
of motion with respect to the mechanics of saturated soils
and the continuous equations expressing the geometric
restrictions between the solid and uid phases. In the
description below, the soil skeleton and pore water,
which are the constituent elements of the mixture, will be
referred to as the solid phase and uid phase, respec
tively. The various quantities with respect to these phases
will be represented by the subscripts s and f.
(a) Motion of the solid phase (soil skeleton) and uid
phase (pore water)
The motion of the particles that constitute the solid
and uid phases will be represented by
xsxs(Xs, t),

xfxf(Xf, t)

(A11)

where xs and Xs are the spatial coordinates and the
material coordinates, respectively, of the solid phase par
ticles, xf and Xf are those of the uid phase particles, and
t indicates the time. It is assumed that even though they
are dierent, the relation xs(Xs, t)xf(Xf, t), can hold for
the phases s and f.
(b) Mass conservation law of the solid and uid phases
and the geometric constraints between them
When the true density (after deformation) of the soil
particle itself is denoted by rs and that of pore water itself
is denoted by r f, the density r of the mixture is represent
ed by
rS ra,
a

ranara, a(s, f ),

(A12)

where rs and rf are the densities of the solid and uid
phases as constituents of the mixture and ns1|n, nf
n. The sum total is not used with respect to phase a as
shown in Eq. (A12).
By applying the law of mass conservation to phase a,
!

ra{radiv na0,

(A13)

!

where the superscript `` '' of a variable is the material
time derivative viewed from the phase that is represented
!
by the subscript of the same variable,! and naxa. Paying
attention to the Eulerian form of ra, addition of Eq.
(A13) with respect to the solid and uid phases yields the
following.
div ns{div sn(nf|ns)t|(1|n)

Dsrs
Dfr f
|n f (A14)
s
r
r

(c)

Partial and eective stresses in the solid and uid
phases
In terms of the pore water pressure u acting on the
saturated soil mixture, the partial stress Tf of the uid
phase is expressed as follows.
Tf|nuI

(A15)

Using the Cauchy stress T or the eective stress T?T{
uI, we can obtain the following equation for the partial
stress Ts acting on the solid phase.
TsT|TfT{nuIT?|(1|n)uI

(A16)

That is to say, in the mechanics of saturated soils in
general, the eective stress that is eective for deforming
the soil skeleton is not the partial stress that acts on the
soil skeleton. Furthermore, the partial stresses Tf and Ts
exhibit symmetry as will be shown later in Eq. (A17)2.
(d) Equations of motion and the Darcy Law
From the laws of conservation of the amount of mo
tion and the amount of angular motion of each phase and
the law of conservation of mass [Eq. (A14)], the equa
tion for phase a becomes
!!

raxadiv Ta{rab{Ia,

T Ta Ta

(A17)

where b is the body for per unit mass and Ia expresses the
mutual interactions of the other phases on phase a. From
the law of action and reaction, the equation SaIa0 must
be satised. It is assumed here that there are no interac
tion couples. For the case, Is|If, we follow the exam
ple of de Boer (1998) and Nishimura (1999). From the
analogy to the HagenPoiseuille solution of the problem
of steady viscous ow within a uniform cylinder of in
nite length to obtain the forces acting within the cylin
der, the following equation is derived by additional con
sideration of the eect of porosity gradient.
If|Is|gwn2K|1(nf|ns){u grad n

(A18)

Here, K is an objective tensor of the 2nd order called the
permeability coecient tensor. In the case of isotropy, K
kI, and k is called the coecient of permeability. In the
case when the acceleration term can be ignored, Eq.
(A17)1 with respect to f matches the Darcy Law. From
the principle of objectivity, K will be a constant only in
the case of isotropy. Furthermore, when we take the sum
with respect to a in Eq. (A17)1, the equation for the ex
ternal force acting on saturated soil is obtained as fol
lows.
!!

!!

rsxs{rfxfdiv T{rb

(A19)

Here, assuming the soil particles and pore water to be in
compressible, let us consider the equations dening the
density of each phase (Eq. (A12): No. of equations2),
the equations based on the mass conservation law (Eq.
(A15): No. of equations2), the equations of motion
(Eq. (A17): No. of equations6), and the constitutive
equation of the soil skeleton. If we substitute the con
stitutive equation of the soil skeleton in Eq. (A19), the
number of equations becomes 10. The unknowns are dis
placement components of the solid and uid phases (3
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unknowns each), pore water pressure u, rs, rf, and the
pore ratio n. The total of unknowns is therefore 10, and
we have a closed system of equations. In the actual solu
tion of the problem of saturated soils (mixtures), we can
substitute Eq. (A12)2 suitably in other equations in order
to determine the pore water pressure u and each of the
three displacement components (or spatial coordinates)
of the solid and uid phases (i.e., a total of 7 unknowns)
through the system of 7 simultaneous equations consist
ing of Eq. (A14), Eq. (A17) with respect to the uid,
and Eq. (A19). This is called Full formulation.
APPENDIX 2: THE SUPER/SUBLOADING YIELD
SURFACE (SYS) CAMCLAY MODEL
The Quantied Expression of Structure, Overconsolida
tion, Anisotropy, and Their Respective Evolution Rules
Naturally deposited soils, whether clayey or sandy,
generally exist in a 'structured' and overconsolidated
state. To describe the deformation behavior of a soil in
this state, we have to start from the base of an elastoplas
tic model of a destructured soil in a state of normal con
solidation. Given that a soil in this unstructured and nor
mally consolidated state still possesses anisotropy, we
take for our 'base' in this paper the Modied Camclay
model (Roscoe and Burland (1968)) with the introduced
addition of the rotational hardening concept of Sekiguchi
and Ohta (1977), which treats stress parameter h* and its
evolution rule as an expression of anisotropy. The
degrees of structure and overconsolidation are then in
troduced and quantied by means of the two concepts of
the superloading surface for structure (Asaoka et al.,
1998a, 2000, 2002), and the subloading surface for over
consolidation (Hashiguchi, 1978, 1989; Asaoka et al.,
1997). That is to say, the degree of structure is expressed
by means of a superloading surface situated on the out
side of the Camclay normalyield surface and similar to
it (the center of similarity being the origin p?q0 and
the similarity rate being given by R* (0ºR*Ã1), while
the overconsolidation state is expressed by means of a
subloading surface situated on the inside of the super
loading surface and again similar to it (center of similar
ity p?q0, similarity rate R (0ºRÃ1)); reciprocal 1/R
is the overconsolidation ratio). The closer R* is to 0 the
higher the degree of structure, but with the loss of struc
ture that accompanies progressive plastic deformation R*
will approach 1 (evolution rule for R*). Similarly, the
closer R is to 0 the more overconsolidated the state of the
soil, but as R increases toward 1 with plastic deforma
tion, the state of the soil will also approach normal con
solidation (evolution rule for R). It can thus be assumed
that the decay of structure with progressive plastic defor
mation brings a simultaneous loss from overconsolida
tion (a transition to the normally consolidated state),
resulting nally in conditions that match those in the
Camclay model. The relative positions of the three load
ing surfaces, assuming conditions of axial symmetry, are
as shown in Fig. A21.
If we start from the Modied Camclay as our base,

Fig. A21.

Three loading surfaces

given that the current eective stress exists on the sub
loading surface shown below, we need to adapt relations
to the subloading surface through the application of vari
ous elastoplastic principles such as the associated ow
rule and Prager's consistency condition.
The subloading surface:
MD ln

p?
M2{h*2
{MD ln
{MD ln R*
M2
ãp?0

fJtrD dt
R*
f(p?, h*){MD ln { JtrD dt0
R f
|MD ln R{

t

p

0

t

p

0

(A21)

Here, D( Ãl| ãk)/M/(1{e0) is the dilatancy coecient,
and M, Ãl, ãk and e0 are the critical state constant, com
pression index, swelling index, and initial void ratio. J
t
p
(1{e)/(1{e0) (e is the void ratio at time tt). |f
0 JtrD
dt corresponds to the plastic volumetric strain h*, the ex
pression of anisotropy, is obtained using the rotational
hardening variable b, from the calculation h* 3/2 âh¥ âh,
âhh|b, hS/p?. b0 expresses a state of no
anisotropy. In the present paper, the evolution rules for
R*, R and b are given by the following equations.
R_ *J

a
2
``Dps``, U* R*b(1|R*)c
D
3

(A22)

m
ln R
D

(A23)

`Dp``, U|
RJU`
_
°bJ

br
D

Ø

»

2
âh
``Dps`` `` âh`` mb
|b ,
`` âh``
3

(A24)

where Dp is the plastic stretching tensor, Dps is the deviator
component of Dp and `` `` represents its Euclidian norm.
°b in Eq. (A24) is the GreenNahdhi's (1965) rate of b.
The parameter groups for the evolution rules in Eqs.
(A22)(A24) all consists of constants, and from their
respective functions we may call a, b, c the degradation
indices of structure, m the degradation index of overcon
solidation, br the rotational hardening index, and mb the
rotational hardening limit constant.
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APPENDIX 3: CONCRETE FORMS OF THE MA
TRICES AND VECTORS
The displacement velocity ne of any given point within
an element is approximated by the following equation us
ing the shape factor N k and displacement velocity nek of
each node of the element (k1, 2, c, p; p is the number
of nodes of the element. In the case of plane strain or ax
isymmetric conditions, p4; p8 under threedimen
sional conditions).
neNknek

(A31)

By using the symbols stand [ ] to express the column
and matrix vectors, respectively, of the tensor and vector
quantity components, we obtain the following equations.
n et
[N]snit
s
Dt
[B]s
n it
s
Lt
[M]s
n it
s

(A33)
(A34)

tr D[Bn]snit
T
ne1T ne2T c ne(p|1)T nepTt
nits
s

(A35)
(A36)

(A32)

When the geometric quantities within the element are ex
pressed by the above, Mi, Ki, Li, and sf_ itof Eq. (22) are
expressed by the following equations.

fr[N] [N]dn
K  [B] [D ][B]dn{ [M] [T ][M]dn
f
f
{ r [N] ([N]s·n t|s
bt)[B ]dn
f
L  [B ]dn
f
n
L | r
f K [N] ([N]s·n t|sbt)dn
f_ t
 [N] ss· t
s
f da|f[B] sT? tdn
Mi

T

n

i

T

ep

T

n

1

n

f

T
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n
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n

n

i
c

f

T
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i

f

n

T
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t
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(A37)

(A38)
(A39)
(A310)
(A311)

In Eq. (A38) above, [Dep] is the elastoplastic matrix and
[T1] is the matrix obtained from (trD)T¥dL|TLT¥dL in
Eq. (16). The rst term on the righthand side of Eq.
(A311) is the equivalent traction rate vector of element i
obtained from Eq. (14). sT?Vtis the column vector ob
tained from (VT?|T?V)¥dD, which is the second term
on the righthand side of Eq. (16).
APPENDIX 4: PHYSICAL MODEL OF THE SOIL
SKELETON  PORE WATER COUPLED EQUATION
Hi in Eq. (26) is given by

«

s

$

Hi ai1 c aim c ais |S aim ,
m1

(A41)

where aim of the soil skeletonpore water coupled equa
tion (Eq. (18)) is expressed as follows in the case of in
homogeneity (Fig. A41).

Fig. A41. Physical model of pore water ow (in the threedimen
sional case)

ki km
l m¥nm m
S
ki l mm{km l mi l m

aim

(No sum)

(A42)

Here, ki is the coecient of permeability of element i, km
is the coecient of permeability of element m, n?i m is the
(relative) ow rate vector of pore water in element i mov
ing toward element m, n?mm is the (relative) ow rate vec
tor of pore water in element m moving in from element i,
nm is the outward bound unit normal vector (viewed from
element i) perpendicular to the surface formed by the two
vectors that connect the two groups of two nodes lying
facing one another on the boundary surface between ele
ments i and m, S m is the area of the boundary surface be
tween elements i and m when it is projected on the surface
that contains the unit normal vector nm and passes
through the center of gravity of the above boundary sur
face (between elements i and m), l mi is the relative posi
tional vector directed toward the center of gravity of the
boundary surface between elements i and m, viewed from
the center of gravity of element i, l mm is the relative posi
tional vector directed toward the center of gravity of ele
ment m, viewed from the center of gravity of the bound
ary surface between elements i and m, l mi is the Euclidian
norm of l mi, l mm is the Euclidian norm of l mm, and s is the
number of adjacent nite elements. In the threedimen
sional case, s6, and under twodimensional plane strain
or axisymmetric conditions, s4.
Figure A41 is a physical model of pore water ow for
the threedimensional case. Eq. (A42) can be used even
for twodimensional plane strain conditions. In such a
case, however, ni is the outward bound unit normal vec
tor that is perpendicular to the edge common to elements
A and i. S i is equivalent to the length of the common
edge. In the case of axisymmetric conditions, it is necessa
ry, in addition to modeling as for twodimensional plane
strain case, to take into consideration in Eq. (A42) the
distance between the axis of rotational symmetry and the
center of the element or edge (Asaoka et al., 1994, 1997).

